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PART-A
1. What are the requirements of an ideal traction system? (NOV/DEC 12)
2. Classify the supply system for electric traction.
3. What are the advantages and disadvantages of electric traction?
4. What is speed time curve and why it is used?
5. What are the types of speed used for traction?
6. What are the factors affecting schedule speed?
7. What are the motors used in traction system?
8. What are the factors affecting energy consumption?
9. What is meant by mechanical braking? Name the types of brakes used.
10. Name the various systems of current collection system and where are they

employed?
11. Name the systems of traction.
12. What are the advantages of electric traction? (Apr/May 10)
13. How would you analyze the speed time curve for electric train?
14. What is crest speed? (NOV/DEC 12)
15. What is average speed?
16. What are the factors affecting the schedule speed of a train?
17. What is tractive effort? (May/Jun 12), (NOV/DEC 13)
18. Define coefficient of adhesion.
19. Define dead weight.
20. Define adhesive weight.
21. What are the features of electric traction. (May/Jun 12)
22. Draw the speed-armature current characteristics of a dc series motor?
23. Why DC series motor is preferred for electric traction?
24. What type of motor is used for electric traction? Why? (Apr/May 10)
25. What are the mechanical characteristics of traction motor?
26. What are the advantages of electric traction systems? (NOV/DEC 13)
27. State the advantages of series parallel control of DC series motor in

traction?
28. Give the expression for total tractive effort? (APR/MAY 14)
29. What is meant by electric braking?
30. What are the methods employed for electric braking?
31. Define specific energy consumption and discuss the factors. (APR/MAY

15)
32. What type of braking is employed on a tram car driven by two series

motor? (APR/MAY 14)

33. What are the essentials of a good braking system?
34. What are the recent trends in electric traction? (May/Jun 13), (APR/MAY

14)
35. What is plugging?
36. What is Rheostatic braking?
37. What is Regenerative braking?
38. What are the advantages of Regenerative braking?
39. What are the disadvantages of Regenerative braking?
40. What are the disadvantages of electric traction? (May/Jun 13)
41. Name the advanced methods in speed control of traction motors.
42. What are the advantages of microprocessor based control of traction

motors?
43. Define the continuous rating of motor. (Apr/May 10)
44. Why induction motor is is preferred for industrial applications. (Apr/May 10)

PART – B
1. Discuss the merits and demerits of steam engine drive and electric drive

used for traction.
2. Explain the requirements for ideal traction and show which drive satisfies

all. (APR/MAY 14)
3. Sketch the typical speed-time curve for Main line service and Suburban

service with electric traction. (NOV/DEC 13)
4. What type of train services correspond to trapezoidal and quadrilateral

speed-time curves.
5. Explain the different types of electric traction system. (NOV/DEC 13)
6. Define the term coefficient of adhesion and explain the factors on which it

depends.
7. List the merits of electric traction compare with conventional system.

(NOV/DEC 12)
8. Derive the expression for the tractive effort for propulsion of a train on level

track.
9. Derive the expression for total tractive effort.
10. Explain briefly the principle of operation of single phase ac series motor.

Compare its performance with dc series motor when used for electric
traction.
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11. Discuss with neat diagram the construction, principle of operation and
application of metadyne converter.

12. Discuss briefly various methods of speed control of three phase induction
motors.

13. Explain the various methods of electric braking. State the conditions to be
fulfilled for each method of braking. (May/Jun 12) (APR/MAY 15)

14. Explain regenerative braking when used for dc series traction motors.
(NOV/DEC 12)

15. Discuss and compare various arrangements of current  collection used in
electric traction. (May/Jun 12)

16. Discuss the recent trends in electric traction.
17. Discuss the different types of traction systems.
18. State the requirements of electric traction. (APR/MAY 14)
19. Explain the various sources of electric traction. (APR/MAY 14)
20. What are the desirable characteristics of traction motors?
21. List and explain the advanced methods of traction speed control.
22. What is meant by specific energy consumption? Discuss the factors which

affect the SEC of trains operating at a scheduled speed. (NOV/DEC 12)
23. Describe the various types of supply systems used for railway

electrification.
24. What are different systems of track electrification?
25. Write short note on trolley bus. (May/Jun 13)
26. Write about the mechanics of train movement.
27. Explain why Dc series motor is ideally suited for electric traction.
28. Discuss the working of DC series motor control in detail. (APR/MAY 14)
29. What are different types of functions performed by the tractive effort

developed by a traction unit?
30. State the advantages and disadvantages of electric traction. (APR/MAY

14)
31. What are the factors affecting slip of traction unit?
32. Explain the function of reactor when used in series with traction motors.
33. Explain about multimotor speed control. (May/Jun 12) (APR/MAY 15)
34. A sub urban electric train has a maximum speed cf 65 Kmph. The schedule

speed including a station stop of 30 seconds is 43.5 Kmph. If the

acceleration is 1.3 Kmphps, find the value of retardation when the distance
between stops is 3 Km. (APR/MAY 15)
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PART-A

1. What are the types of fuel?
2. Define Hydro -electric station.
3. Define Nuclear -power station.
4. What is Tidal cycle?
5. How tides are caused? What are types of tide? (APR/MAY 14)
6. What are the advantages of Tidal power generation?
7. What is Wind energy?
8. Define the term gust in wind energy system. (NOV/DEC 12)
9. Write the power equation of the wind?
10. What are the types of wind mill?
11. What are the wind energy system?
12. What are the advantages of wind energy? (Apr/May 2015)
13. What are the drawbacks of wind energy?
14. What is MHD?
15. What are the MHD system?
16. What are the advantages of MHD system?
17. What are the drawbacks of MHD system?
18. What is geothermal energy?
19. What are the sources of geothermal energy?
20. What are the applications of geothermal energy?
21. What are the advantages of geothermal energy?
22. What are the disadvantages of geothermal energy?
23. Define solar constant.
24. Define beam radiation.
25. What is diffuse radiation?
26. Why biomass energy is treated as renewable energy? (NOV/DEC 13)
27. What is Air mass?
28. What is solar attitude?
29. Define zenith angle.
30. Define short wave radiation.
31. Define long wave radiation.
32. What is declination?
33. What is solar energy?
34. What are advantages of solar energy?
35. What are the applications of solar energy?
36. What are the solar power system?
37. What are the sources of energy?
38. Name the different types of power generation.

39. How will you classify hydro-electric plants according to nature of load?
40. What is penstock?
41. What is the use of surge tank?
42. What is the principle of pumped storage scheme?
43. What are the factors to be considered while selecting a site for steam power

plants?
44. What are the factors to be considered while selecting a site for hydro plants?

(MAY/JUN 13)
45. What is the function of deaerator in steam power plant?
46. What is the use of superheater in steam power plant? (NOV/DEC 12)
47. What are the disadvantages of steam power plant?
48. What is nuclear fission?
49. What are the essential components of nuclear reactor? (APR/MAY 14)
50. What is the function of supercharger in diesel power plant?
51. What is meant by distributed generation?(MAY/JUN 12)
52. What is a tide?
53. What is the function of moderator?
54. Define the term cogeneration. (NOV/DEC 13)
55. What is hydrograph? (MAY/JUN 12)
56. Mention the factors which determine the wind. (MAY/JUN 12)
57. What are the importance of control rods? (Apr/May 2015)

PART - B
1. Briefly discuss various non-conventional methods of generating electrical

energy.
2. Explain why is it necessary to develop non-conventional methods of electrical

energy.
3. Explain how ocean tides are generated and how the power can be tapped.

Discuss the limitations of this method and how these can be overcome.
(Or)

Explain the various methods of tidal power generation. (MAY/JUN 12)
(Or)

Explain the main components and working of tidal power plant. (Apr/May 10)
4. Explain the important component of a stem power station with modern plant

schematic. (MAY/JUN 13) (Apr/May 2015)
(Or)

What is a steam power station? Discuss its advantages and disadvantages.
(Or)
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5. Draw a typical layout of a thermal power plant and describe the function of
each component. (MAY/JUN 12)

6. With the help of a net sketch describe how the setting of a governor is
changed for change in loading of hydro plant.

(Or)
Draw a typical layout of a hydro plant and describe the function of each
component. (APR/MAY 14), (NOV/DEC 12)

(Or)
7. Explain the operation of hydro electric plant with neat diagram. Discuss the

merits and demerits.
8. Classify hydro plants based on operation. (APR/MAY 14)
9. What is pumped storage system? Describe with a neat sketch the principle

of operation of the plant. (MAY/JUN 12) (Apr/May 2015)
10. Describe the working of impulse and reaction turbines used in the working

of hydro power plant.
11. Draw the schematic diagram of a nuclear power station and discuss its

operation. (MAY/JUN 13)
(Or)

What is a nuclear reactor? Describe briefly various components of a
nuclear reactor. (NOV/DEC 12)

(Or)
Explain how the operation of nuclear reactor is controlled for generation of
electrical energy.

(Or)
Explain with a neat sketch the various parts of nuclear reactor.

12. Describe with neat sketch, explain the operation of PWR and BWR.
13. Draw the block diagram of a diesel power station and discuss its operation.
14. Compare nuclear power station with the steam power station. (NOV/DEC

13)
15. Draw a typical layout of a gas turbine plant and describe the function of

each component.
(Or)

16. Explain the working of a gas turbine power plant with a schematic diagram.
17. Describe a few typical features of a wind-wheel, for efficient generation of

electrical energy.

(Or)
With a neat block diagram, explain the main parts and working of a wind
electric system. (Apr/May 10)

18. Write a note on distributed generation. (Apr/May 10), (NOV/DEC 12)
Explain the effect of distributed generation system in power system
operation. (MAY/JUN 12), (NOV/DEC 13)

19. What is geothermal energy? Discuss the development of this form of
energy.

(Or)
Explain with neat sketches the principle of operation of a geothermal power
plant. (NOV/DEC 12)

(Or)
20. Discuss the operation of geothermal plant in an interconnected system.
21. Explain the method of producing power from municipal waste. (NOV/DEC

13)
22. What is MHD? Explain basic principle of operation of such a generator.

(Or)
Describe with a block diagram the combined operation of MHD and thermal
power plant.

23. What is solar cell? Explain its principle of operation.
24. Draw the block diagram of a standalone PV power generation system. Also

explain the individual blocks. (NOV/DEC 13)
25. What are solar concentrators? Describe the various components and

discuss its advantages.
26. Describe with neat diagram, the construction and working of a flat plate

solar energy collector. (APR/MAY 14)
27. Explain the working of different types of fuel cells.
28. Write short notes on combined operation of power station. (MAY/JUN 13)
29. Schematically describe the residential heating and cooling with solar

energy. (APR/MAY 14)
30. Describe with a neat sketch, working of a co-generation plant (Apr/May

2015)
31. Discuss various bus bar system.(Apr/May 2015)
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PART-A
1. Define load curve. (Apr/May 2015)
2. What are the advantages of load curve?
3. What are the advantages of Flat rate tariff?
4. What are the advantages of Two part tariff and powerfactor tariff?

(Apr/May 2015)
5. Define demand factor.
6. Define average demand.
7. Define diversity factor.
8. Define plant capacity factor.
9. Define load factor. (NOV/DEC 13)
10. Define utilization factor.
11. What are the advantages of capacitors?
12. What is synchronous condenser?
13. What is the purpose of synchronous condenser?
14. What are the factors which influence the choice of the equipment?
15. What is fixed charges?
16. What is semi-fixed charges?
17. Define interest.
18. Define depreciation.
19. What are the methods of depreciation?
20. Define annual depreciation charges.
21. What are the types of energy audit?
22. What are the components of fixed cost and running cost? (APR/MAY 14)
23. Define tariff.
24. Define load curve and load duration curve. (MAY/JUN 12)
25. Differentiate between load curve and load duration curve. (NOV/DEC 12)

(Apr/May 2015)
26. What are the types of tariff?
27. What are the advantages & disadvantages of tariff?
28. What do you mean by economics of generation. (MAY/JUN 13)
29. What are the methods of power factor improvement?
30. What do you mean by economics of power generation?
31. Write short notes on load duration curve. (MAY/JUN 12)
32. Write the significance of load factor and diversity factor.
33. What is base load?
34. What is peak load?
35. What are the objectives of tariff? (Apr/May 10)
36. Define energy audit.
37. List the various power quality parameters. (NOV/DEC 13)

38. What are the causes of low power factor?
39. State any two steps taken for power quality improvement? (NOV/DEC 12)
40. Mention some energy efficient equipments. (APR/MAY 14)
41. What are the disadvantages of low power factor? (MAY/JUN 12)
42. What is the necessity of power factor improvement?
43. What are the effects of energy conservation? (MAY/JUN 13)
44. What are the points to be considered for selecting the numbering and size of

units?
45. Define the term power quality. (Apr/May 10)

PART – B
1. Narrate the importance of power generation.
2. Write short notes on economics of generation.
3. Explain the importance of load curve and load duration curve. (APR/MAY 14)
4. Explain about the number and size of generating units on aspects of

economy and efficiency. (NOV/DEC 13) (MAY/JUN 15)
5. What is the significance of load factor and diversity factor? Explain in detail.
6. What are the methods commonly used for determining depreciation?
7. Derive the methodology of declining balance method for depreciation.
8. Define tariff. What are its objectives?
9. What is tariff? Discuss and compare various tariff used in practice.

(NOV/DEC 12)
10. Define and explain types of tariffs.
11. What are the desired characteristics of tariffs.(MAY/JUN 13)
12. Explain Two part tariff and gives the economics basis for adopting such a

tariff. (MAY/JUN 12)
13. Explain the reasons why power factor tariff is imposed. Explain clearly the

procedure for finding out the capacity of the shunt capacitor required for an
existing installation for improvement of power factor. (NOV/DEC 12)

14. What is meant by energy conservation? Write in detail about energy audit.
15. Write the need for electrical energy. Write short note on energy

management.
16. Explain the term energy auditing and its types.(APR/MAY 14) (MAY/JUN 15)
17. Write a note on importance of energy auditing.(MAY/JUN 12)
18. What are the measures decides the equipment as energy efficient

equipment?
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19. Write short notes on energy efficient equipment.
20. Explain the design improvements in energy efficient induction motor over

standard induction motor. (NOV/DEC 13)
21. Describe in detail energy conservation techniques.
22. Define power factor. What are the disadvantages of low power factor? How

to avoid it?
23. List and explain in detail methods of power factor improvement. (MAY/JUN

12)
24. What are the different methods of improving power factor of an installation?
25. Write a brief note on power factor improvement by power capacitors.

(APR/MAY 14)
26. What are the measures relates to power quality? (MAY/JUN 15)
27. Discuss various costs that go into the generation of electrical energy.
28. A generating station has maximum demand of 15MW and the daily load on

the station is as follows: (MAY/JUN 12)
10pm to 5am 2500KW 1pm to 4pm 10000KW
5am to 7am 3000KW 4pm to 6pm 12000KW
7am to 11am 9000KW 6pm to 8pm 15000KW

11am to 1pm 6000KW 8pm to 10pm 5000KW
Determine the size and number of generating units, plant load factor, plant
capacity factor, use factor and reserve capacity of the plant. Also draw load
curve and load duration curve. (MAY/JUN 13)

29. The fixed costs of a thermal power station are Rs 500 per KW of installed
capacity per year. The fuel and operating costs are 10 paise per KWhr
generated. Determine the cost of the electrical energy generated per KWhr at
station load factors of 25%, 50%, 75%, 90% and 100%.

30. A power station has an installed capacity of 50MW And its costs Rs 1000 per
KW. The annual fixed cost is 15% of the capital cost and at 100% load factor
the variable cost per year is 1.3 times the fixed cost. Assuming that there is no
reserve capacity, determine the cost of genegration per KWhr at load factor of
25%, 50%, 75%, 90% and 100%.

31. A consumer requires 10 lakh units per year and his yearly load factor is 30%.
The tariff in force is Rs. 420 per Kw per year + Rs. 19 per unit. Estimate the
saving in energy coat if the load factor is improved to 100%. (MAY/JUN 15)

32. Determine the generating cost per KWhr delivered from a generating station
from the following data. Plant capacity 50MW; annual load factor 40%, capital
cost Rs 12*106, annual cost of fuel Rs 16*106, interest 5% per annum,
depreciation 5% per annum of initial value.

33. The load on the power plant on a typical day is given below:
TIME: 12-5am 5-9 9-6 6-10 10pm-12am
MW: 20 40 80 100 120
Plot the load duration curve. Find the load factor of the plant and the energy
supplied by the plant in 24 hours. Also suggest the size and number of
generating units. (NOV/DEC 12)
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PART-A
1. Define phase angle.
2. What is solid angle?
3. Define lumen. (APR/MAY 14)
4. Define illuminance  or illumination.
5. Define Mean horizontal candle power [MHCP].
6. Define Mean spherical candle power [MSCP]. (MAY/JUN 12)
7. Define Mean semispherical candle power [MSHCP].
8. What is foot Lambert?
9. What is stilb?
10. What is a foot candle?
11. What are the laws of illumination? (Apr/May 10)
12. State Inverse square law.
13. State Lambert’s law.
14. Define illumination intensity.
15. Define light.
16. Define steradian.
17. What are polar curves?
18. What are the uses of Rouseau’s construction?
19. Define utilization factor in the design of the lighting scheme.
20. State the different lighting schemes.
21. List the various factor for designing of a lighting scheme.
22. Define space height ratio.
23. Define waste light factor.
24. What is the importance of street lighting? (NOV/DEC 12)
25. Mention the uses of flood lighting.
26. Why tungsten is used as a filament material? (NOV/DEC 13)
27. What is arc lamp?
28. Specify four energy efficient lamps. (NOV/DEC 13)
29. What are the types of arc lamps?
30. Define luminous efficiency. (MAY/JUN 13), (NOV/DEC 12)
31. Define an uniform diffuse source.
32. What is the relationship between luminous intensity luminance?
33. What is the relationship between illumination and luminous intensity?
34. What is phot?
35. Define Rousseau diagram.
36. What is a beam angle?
37. Define beam lumens.
38. Define luminous flux.
39. What is candle power?

40. What are various types of lamps? (APR/MAY 14)
41. Name the various photometer heads.
42. What are all the sources of light?
43. Write a note on sodium vapour lamp.
44. What is a stroboscopic effect on fluorescent tubes?
45. Define beam factor.
46. What are the types of lighting schemes? (MAY/JUN 13)
47. What are the drawbacks of discharge lamps?
48. What are the requirements of lighting schemes? (MAY/JUN 12)
49. Define lamp efficiency. (MAY/JUN 12)
50. How does the operation of a fluorescent tube differ when it is used on ac and

dc supply. (MAY/JUN 15)
51. If the total lumens required are 7200 and coefficient of utilization is 0.3

Calculate lamp lumens required.(MAY/JUN 15)

PART – B
1. What are the main faults of a lighting system and how to overcome?
2. Describe two ways of how glare is produced and how it can be avoided?
3. Compare fluorescent and filament lamp on basis of quality of light, running and

capital cost?
4. What are various factors to be considered while designing a lighting system?

(NOV/DEC 13)
5. Explain with sketch the principle of working of a sodium vapour lamp and

enumerate its advantages and disadvantages as source of light?
6. Describe the construction and principle of operation and application of sodium

vapour lamp. (MAY/JUN 12)
7. What is the effect of increasing the space height ratio over recommended

values of illumination?
8. Discuss laws of illumination and its limitations. (NOV/DEC 12), (MAY/JUN 12),

(APR/MAY 14) (MAY/JUN 15)
9. What is photometry? Describe photovoltaic method of photometry.
10. What is photo emissive cell? Describe its working with dc amplifier.
11. Explain the working of fluorescent tube with the help of the circuit diagram

giving the function of various parts. How stroboscopic effect is eliminated in
fluorescent tube lighting?
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12. Describe the construction and principle of operation and application of
fluorescent lamp. (MAY/JUN 13)

13. Describe the construction and principle of operation CFL lamp. (MAY/JUN 15)
14. What are the requirements of a good lighting? Explain in detail.
15. Discuss energy saving opportunities in lighting system. (NOV/DEC 13)
16. Write short notes on the following: 1) Polar curves 2) Incandescent lamps 3)

Neon lamp 4) Halogen lamp 5) Features of flood lighting.
17. Explain point to point method of lighting calculations.
18. Explain flood lighting with definitions. (APR/MAY 14)
19. Discuss the various steps involved in the design of illumination system.

(MAY/JUN 15)
20. Discuss the various aspects of residential lighting and street lighting.
21. Explain the factors affecting the design of lighting system. (MAY/JUN 13)
22. Explain the factors to be taken into account for designing street lighting and

flood lighting.(NOV/DEC 12)
23. Explain the various factors to be taken into account for designing schemes

for 1) Street lighting 2) Flood lighting and 3) Highway lighting.
24. Describe the construction and principle of operation and application of

filament lamp.
25. Describe the construction and principle of operation and application of

mercury vapour lamp. (NOV/DEC 12), (APR/MAY 14)
26. An illumination of 75 Lux is to be provided in workshop hall measuring

40m*10m. Determine the number and rating of lamps when seven strusses
are provided at mutual spacing of 5 metres. Assume depreciation factor as
0.8, coefficient of utilization as 0.4 and efficiency of lamp as 15 lumen per
watt. (MAY/JUN 12)

27. Two lamps of 200cp and 500cp are hung at height of 10metres and
25metres respectively. The horizontal distance between the poles is
80metres. Determine the illumination at the midpoint between the poles on
the ground. (MAY/JUN 12)

28. A lamp of 500cp is placed 2m below a plane mirror which reflects 80% of
light falling on it. Determine illumination at a point 5m away from the foot of
the lamp which is hung 5m above the ground. (NOV/DEC 12) (MAY/JUN
15)

29. The front of the building measuring 50m*10m is to be flood lighted by
means of projectors placed at a distance of 109m from the wall. The
average illumination required is 45 Lux. Determine the number and size of
projectors required. Assume waste light factor 1.2, depreciation factor 0.8
and coefficient of utilization 0.5. Also given that (MAY/JUN 13)
Watt 300 500 1000 1500
Lumens 5000 9000 18000 27000.
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PART-A
1. Classify the methods of electric heating.
2. What are the disadvantages of electric heating?
3. What is indirect resistance heating?
4. What are the properties of heating element material? (Apr/May 10)
5. What are the causes of failure of heating elements?
6. Write the Stefan’s law of heat radiation.
7. Write short note on infrared heating.
8. Mention the factors which limit the choice of frequency in dielectric and

induction heating. (MAY/JUN 15)
9. What is the basic principle of induction heating?
10. What is the difference between core and coreless type induction furnaces?
11. What are the different types of welding?
12. What are the advantages of dielectric heating? (May/Jun 13)
13. Compare AC and DC welding.
14. What are the modern welding techniques?
15. What is LASER welding?
16. What are the advantages of electric heating?
17. What is meant by indirect resistance heating?
18. What are the requirements of good heating material? (APR/MAY 14)
19. What are the different types of resistance welding?
20. What are the applications of arc funaces?
21. List some steps taken to minimize skin effect in induction heating.

(NOV/DEC 12)
22. Name the uses of electric heating.
23. Name the uses of induction heating.
24. Draw VI characteristics of welding transformer. (NOV/DEC 13)
25. What are the different types of electric welding?
26. What is meant by electric arc welding? What are the different types of

electrode and its applicability? (APR/MAY 14)
27. Where is spot welding employed?
28. Where is carbon arc welding employed?
29. What is meant by arc welding, also mention its types. (MAY/JUN 15)
30. Give the methods of control of temperature in arc furnaces. (NOV/DEC 12)
31. What are the advantages of flash butt welding?
32. What are the advantages of Ajax wyatt welding?
33. What is the principle of arc furnaces?
34. Mention the applications of dielectric heating. (NOV/DEC 13)
35. Why nichrome element is used as a heating element in a resistance oven?
36. What is meant by resistance arc welding? (May/Jun 12) (May/Jun 13)

37. What are the uses of electric arc welding?
38. Give two applications of dielectric heating? (May/Jun 12)
39. What are the methods of controlling the temperature of  resistance ovens?

PART - B
1. What are the various types of heating methods?
2. Design a heating element for resistance heating.
3. With necessary equations, describe the design of heating system.
4. What are the various methods of resistance heating? Describe each of

them with neat sketch. (May/Jun 12)
5. What are the various types of furnaces?
6. Describe direct and non-direct type furnaces with neat sketches.
7. What are the different methods of electric heating? Describe briefly the

methods of direct and indirect resistance heating. List its applications.
8. Explain the method of controlling temperature in resistance heating.

(NOV/DEC 13)
9. Illustrate the basic principle of resistance welding and also explain spot

and butt welding. (APR/MAY 14)
10. What are the various methods of electrical welding?
11. Write short notes on various methods of welding.
12. Explain about resistance welding.
13. Write about welding transformer and its characteristics. (NOV/DEC 12)

(May/Jun 15)
14. Explain with neat sketches, the construction, principle of operation and

application of Ajax Wyatt furnace.
15. Explain induction heating. What are the characteristics of induction

heating? Explain ajax wyatt furnace. (APR/MAY 14)
16. Describe the principal of arc welding and the difference between carbon

and metallic arc welding and their relative merits. (May/Jun 15)
17. Describe the construction and operation of a transformer used for electric

arc furnaces.
18. Draw a neat sketch of induction furnace and explain its working. (May/Jun

15)
19. What are the requirements of good welding? (NOV/DEC 13)
20. Describe briefly various sources of generating high frequency energy for

induction heating.
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21. Compare ac and dc welding. (APR/MAY 14)
22. What is dielectric heating? How is it different from induction heating?
23. Explain the working of coreless induction furnace and list its merits.

(NOV/DEC 12)
24. Explain the factors on which dielectric loss in a dielectric material depend.
25. Name and describe various resistance welding processes.
26. Describe various types of electric arc welding processes. (NOV/DEC 12)
40. With neat diagram explain the working of different types of arc welding?

(May/Jun 12)
41. Explain the process and various methods of electric arc welding. (May/Jun

13)
42. An insulating material 2cm thick and 150 sq.cm in area is to heated by a

dielectric heating. The material has permittivity 4 and 0.04 pf. Power
required is 400 watts and frequency 40MHz. determine the voltage and the
current that will flow through the material. If the voltage were limited to 700
volts, what will frequency to get the same loss? (May/Jun 15)
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PART – A

1. Define look angles of a satellite.

The co-ordinates of earth station antenna are called look angles. Two

important angles are azimuth and elevation angle.

2. Define apogee and perigee.
Apogee: it is the point at the greatest distance from the earth that lie in an orbit

of the satellite.

Perigee: it is the point at the closest distance from the earth that lie in an orbit

of the satellite.

3. Specify uplink and downlink frequency ranges for satellite
communication.
Following are the frequency ranges for some of the bands.

Band
Uplink frequency

(GHz)
Downlink frequency

(GHz)

C-Band 5.9-6.4 3.7-4.2

X-Band 7.9-8.4 7.25-7.75

Ku-Band 14.0-14.5 11.7-12.2

Ka-Band 27.0-30.0 17.0-20.0

4. What is geosynchronous satellite?
The geosynchronous satellite rotates around the earth with one revolution per

day (i.e. 23 hours, 56 minutes and 4.1 sec)The orbit of geosynchronous

satellite is inclined with respect to equatorial plane. The geosynchronous

satellite appears to be oscillating with respect to a point on the earth.

5. Expand and define EIRP.
EIRP is effective isotropic radiated power. It is defined as the product of

transmitter output power and gain of the antenna.

EIRP = PtGt
Here Pt = transmitter output power

Gt= gain of the antenna

6. What is the principle function of an earth station transmitter of a
satellite?

i) Earth station performs the job of monitoring and control of the satellite.

ii) It transmits the data to the satellite that can be broadcasted or transmitted

to other earth stations.

7. What are the major categories of satellite?

i) Geostationary satellite

ii) Polar satellite

iii) Low earth orbit (LEO) satellite.

8. What are the essential components of a satellite system?
i) Transponder

ii) Satellite Earth station

9. What are the basic components of a satellite earth station subsystem?

i) Transmitter

ii) Receiver

iii) Tracking equipment

iv) Antenna
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10. What are the advantages of fiber systems?

i) Large bandwidth

ii) Low transmission loss

iii) Flexible and small size

iv) Free electromagnetic interference.

11. Define numerical aperture.

Numerical aperture is used as figure of merit for fiber. It is given as,

NA=√n1
2-n2

2/n0

Here n0 = refractive index of the medium

n1= refractive index of fiber core glass

n2= refractive index of fiber cladding

12. Define critical angle in optical fibers?
Critical angle is the angle of incidence that causes the refracted light to travel

along the interface between two different medium.

13. Define single mode fiber.

The fiber is called single mode fiber if it supports only one mode of

propagation. Single mode fiber used for long distance application.

14. What are the types of optical fiber available?
i) Unclad core fiber

ii) Glassclad core fiber

iii) W-profile fiber

iv) Plastic clad core fiber

15. Mention the types of sources and detector used in optical fiber
communication systems.

Sources: 1. LED 2. LASER

Detector: 1.Photo diodes   2.Photo transistor

16. Distinguish LASER and LED.

S.No LASER LED

1.
It emits the light of single

wavelength.

It emits the light of multiple

wavelengths.

2. High current density. Low current density.

3.
Typical emission line width is

about 2 nm.

Typical emission line width is

about 50 nm.

17. Distinguish single mode and multimode fiber.

S.No Single mode fiber Multimode fiber

1.
It supports only one propagation

mode.

It supports multiple propagation

modes.

2. It has small acceptance angles. It has high acceptance angles.

3. Light propagation is strainght.
Light propagation is a zigzag

fashion.

4. Dispersion is minimum. Dispersion is maximum.

18. What is meant by power line carrier Communication?

Power lines are used to communicate SCADA signals. Power lines provide

necessary infrastructure for communication. This is reduces the infrastructure

cost.
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19. List any two advantages and disadvantages of geosynchronous satellite.
Advantages:

i) This satellite remains stationary with respect to earth.

ii) The period of geosynchronous satellite is exactly to period required by

earth for one revolution with itself.

Disadvantages:

i) This satellite covers specific area of the earth and it cannot be changed.

20. State snell’s law. Give its significance in optics.
Snell’s law relates the angle of incidence (θ0) with the angle of refraction (θ1) ,

n0sin θ0=n1sin θ1

Here n0= refractive index of the first medium

n1= refractive index of the second medium

21. Define Azimuth.

It is an angle made by projected satellite path with respect to geographical

north.

22. Define Elevation.

It is an angle made by satellite path with respect to local horizontal plane.

23. State Kepler’s first law.
Kepler’s first law states that a satellite will orbit a primary body following an

elliptical path.

24. State Kepler’s second law.

Kepler’s second law states that for equal time intervals of time a satellite  will

sweep out equal areas in the orbital plane, focused at the bary center.

25. State Kepler’s third law.
The third law states that the square of the periodic time of orbit is Proportional

to the cube of the mean distance between the primary and the Satellite.

26. Define a fiber optic system.

An optical communications system is an electronic communication system that

uses light as the carrier of information.

27. Define refractive index.
The refractive index is defined as the as the ratio of the velocity of propagation

of light ray in free space to the velocity of propagation of a light ray in a given

material.

28. Define single mode and multi mode propagation.

If there is only one path for light to take down the cable, it is called single

mode. If there is more than one path, it is called multimode.

29. Define acceptance angle.

It defines the maximum angle to the fiber axis at which light may enter the fiber

axis in order to be propagated.

30. Define modal dispersion.
Modal dispersion or pulse spreading is caused by the difference in the

propagation times of light rays that take different paths down a fiber. Modal

dispersion can occur only in multimode fibers. It can be reduced by using

single mode step index fibers and graded index fibers.

31. Define Geo synchronous satellite.

Geo synchronous or geo stationary satellites are those that orbit in a circular

pattern with an angular velocity equal to that of Erath. Geosynchronous
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satellites have an orbital time of approximately 24 hours, the same as earth;

thus geosynchronous satellites appear to be stationary as they remain in a

fixed position in respect to a given point on earth.

32. Define angle of inclination.

The angle of inclination is the angle between the earth’s equatorial plane and

the orbital plane of a satellite measured counterclockwise at the point in the

orbit where it crosses the equatorial plane traveling from south to north.

33. What is SCADA? (Nov-2013) (Nov-2014)

SCADA means supervisory control and data acquisition.

34. What is a satellite footprint? (Nov-2013)

Signals from a satellite normally aimed at a specific area called foot print.

35. What is an index profile?

The index profile of an optical fiber is a graphical representation of the

magnitude of the refractive index across the fiber.

36. Write the classification of satellites.

1. Low earth orbit

2. Medium earth orbit

3. Geostationary earth orbit.

37. What is meant by power line carrier communication?

Power lines are used to communicate SCADA signals. Power lines provide

necessary infrastructure for communication. This reduces the infrastructure

cost.

38. What are the major categories of satellite?
1. Geostationary satellites

2. Polar satellites

3. LEO satellites

PART-B

1. Explain satellite earth station.(or) Draw the block diagram of satellite link and

explain. (Nov-2013).

2. Explain various frequency band and allocation for satellite transmission.

3. Explain satellite subsystems and satellite transponder.

4. Explain types and multiple access techniques in satellite communication.

(May-2014) (Nov-2014)

5. Derive the satellite link equation.

6. Describe basic function of an optical fiber communication link with a neat block

diagram and the respective system parameter. (May-2014)

7. Explain the function of operation of the SPADE system with the assistance of

block diagram.

8. Draw a block diagram of an analog optical fiber communication link and

describe principle operation involved.

9. Explain the characteristics of sources and detectors used in optical

communication.

10. Write a brief note on INSAT and INTELSAT. (May-2014)

12. Describe the principle of operation of power line carrier Communication

11. Shorts notes on SCADA.(May-2014)
12. Shorts notes on light sources. (Nov-2013)

13. Shorts notes on light detector.

14. Explain satellite power budget. (May-2014)
15. Describe the aperture actuators used in satellites. (Nov-2013)
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16. Describe briefly and compare the three types of optical fiber

configurations.(May-2015)

17. Discuss in detail about the frequency reuse concept of cellular network.

Support your answer with the required diagrams. (May-2015)

18. Describe the following: (Nov-2014)

1.Optical detectors and their types.

2.Satellite types.

3.Digital filters used in satellite systems.

4.Optical Link
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PART-A
1. Define modulation.

Modulation is the process some parameter of the carrier wave (such as

amplitude, frequency or phase) is varied in accordance with modulating signal.

2. Define demodulation.
Demodulation is the process the original information signal is separated

from carrier.

3. What is the need for modulation?
i) reduces the height of antenna

ii) avoided mixing of signals.

iii) increases range of communication

iv) improves quality of reception

4. Give the significance of modulation. (May-2014)

Modulation is used for following two purposes:

i).modulating signals have very low frequencies. These frequencies are difficult to

transmit at long distances.

ii). The length of transmitting antenna required to transmit low frequencies is very

large. Hence it is convenient to use modulation.

5. Define AM and FM. (May-2014)
AM: In amplitude modulation, Amplitude of the carrier is varied according

to amplitude of modulating signal.

FM: In frequency modulation, Frequency of the carrier is varied according

to amplitude of modulating signal.

6. Define Angle modulation.

The frequency or phase of the carrier is varied according to the message

signal is called angle modulation.

7. Distinguish between AM and FM.

S.No Amplitude Modulation Frequency Modulation

1.

Amplitude of the carrier is

varied according to amplitude

of modulating signal.

Frequency of the carrier is

varied according to amplitude

of modulating signal.

2. Poor fidelity. High fidelity.

3. Noise maximum. Noise minimum

8. Define multiplexing.

Multiplexing is the process of process of transmitting two or more signals

simultaneously over the same channel.

9. Define Modulation index for AM.
Modulation index is the ratio of amplitude of modulating signal (Em) to

amplitude of the Carrier (Ec). m = Em/Ec

10. Define Modulation index for FM. (Nov-2013)
Modulation index is the ratio of maximum frequency deviation ( to

modulating frequency (fm). m =

11. Define modulation coefficient and percent modulation.
For amplitude modulation, the modulation index is given as, Modulation

index is the ratio of amplitude of modulating signal (Em) to amplitude of the Carrier

(Ec). m = Em/Ec
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For frequency modulation, the modulation index is given as, Modulation

index is the ratio of maximum frequency deviation ( to modulating frequency

(fm). m =
When modulation index is multiplied by 100, it is called percent

modulation.

12. What is super heterodyne receiver?
The super heterodyne receiver converts all incoming RF frequencies to a

fixed lower frequency, called intermediate frequency (IF). This IF is then amplitude

and detected to get the original signal.

13. What are the advantages of super heterodyne receiver?

i) High sensitivity

ii) Operate only IF

iii) Simple and high performance

14. Define fidelity of the radio receiver.
The ability of the receiver to reproduce all the range of modulating

frequencies equally is called fidelity.

15. Define sensitivity of the radio receiver.

The ability of the receiver to pick up weak signals and amplify them, is

called sensitivity.

16. Define image frequency rejection ratio.
The image frequency rejection ratio is the measure of the ability of pre

selector to reject the image frequency.

17. What is function of AGC?

Automatic gain control keeps the output signal level constant irrespective

of the increase or decrease in the signal level at the input of the receiver. The AGC

circuit takes part of detected signal and derives a dc control voltage for RF, mixer

and IF stages.

18. Distinguish between Narrowband and wideband FM.

S.No Narrowband FM Wideband FM

1. Modulation index<1. Modulation index>10.

2. BW=2fm. BW=2( s+ fm(max).

3.
It is used for mobile

communication.

It is used for broadcasting and

entertainment.

19.  What are the advantages of single sideband transmission?

The advantages of SSBSC are

1. Better quality of reception.

2. Power requirement reduced

3. Fading effect is absent.

4. Easy power conservation.

20. What are the disadvantages of single side band transmission?

1. Complex receivers

2. Tuning Difficulties

3. Not suitable for video transmission.

21. State Carson rule.
Carson rule given as, BW=2(

maximum frequency deviation.

fm= modulating frequency.
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22. Define Pre- emphasis.
The artificial boosting of higher modulating frequencies is called Pre-

emphasis.

23. Define De- emphasis.

The artificial boosting of higher modulating frequencies is called pre

emphasis is nullified or compensated at the receiver is called De-emphasis.

24. Define envelope detector.
The envelope detector is simple and very efficient devices which suitable

for the detection of narrowband AM signal.

The envelope detector is used in all the commercial AM radio receivers.

25. What is significance of envelope detector?

i) It indicates the modulation level.

ii) It also indicates over modulation or under modulation.

iii) Envelope can be used to calculate modulation index.

26. Define image frequency rejection ratio.
The image frequency rejection ratio is the measure of the ability of Pre

selector to reject the image frequency.

27. Distinguish between low level and high level modulation.
In low level modulation, modulation takes place prior to the output element

of the final stage of the transmitter. It requires less power to achieve a high

percentage of modulation.

In high level modulators, the modulation takes place in the final element of

the final stage where the carrier signal is at its maximum amplitude and thus,

requires a much higher amplitude modulating signal to achieve a reasonable

percent modulation.

28. Define Heterodyning.

Heterodyne means to mix two frequencies together in a nonlinear device or

to translate one frequency to another using nonlinear mixing.

29. Define Deviation ratio.
Deviation ratio is the worst case modulation index and is equal to the

maximum peak frequency deviation divided by the maximum modulating signal

frequency. Mathematically ,the deviation ratio is

DR= ∆f (max)/ fm(max)

30. Define Low level Modulation.

In low level modulation, modulation takes place prior to the output element

of the final stage of the transmitter. For low level AM modulator class A amplifier is

used.

31. Define High level Modulation.

In high level modulators, the modulation takes place in the final element of

the final stage where the carrier signal is at its maximum amplitude. For high level

modulator class C amplifier is used.

32. What is the advantage of low level modulation?

An advantage of low level modulation is that less modulating signal power

is required to achieve a high percentage of modulation.

33.  Define direct frequency modulation.
In direct frequency modulation, frequency of a constant amplitude carrier

signal is directly proportional to the amplitude of the modulating signal at a rate

equal to the frequency of the modulating signal.
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34. Define indirect frequency Modulation.
In indirect frequency modulation ,phase of a constant amplitude carrier

directly proportional to the amplitude of the modulating signal at a rate equal to the

frequency of the modulating signal.

35. Define image frequency.
An image frequency is any frequency other than the selected radio

frequency carrier that ,if allowed to enter a receiver and mix with the local oscillator,

will produce a cross product frequency that is equal to the intermediate frequency.

36. Define Single sideband suppressed carrier AM.

AM Single sideband suppressed carrier is a form of amplitude modulation

in which the carrier is totally suppressed and one of the sidebands removed.

37. Define AM Vestigial sideband.

AM vestigial sideband is a form of amplitude modulation in which the

carrier and one complete sideband are transmitted, but only part of the second

sideband is transmitted.

38. Define PM.

In phase modulation, the phase of the carrier varies according to amplitude

variations of the modulating signal.

39. What is pulse duration modulation?

In Pulse duration modulation, the width of the pulse is proportional to

amplitude variations of the modulating signal.

40. Define detection.

Detection is the process of extracting modulating signal from the

modulated carrier.

PART B
1. With neat block diagram. Explain how VSB signal is generated.

2. Explain a method of generation of an amplitude modulated signal and sketch

the time domain waveform of message, carrier and modulated signals.

3. With a neat block diagram, explain the operation of Armstrong frequency

modulation system. (Nov-2013) (Nov-2014)

4. Compare wideband and narrow band FM system.

5. Compare AM and FM. (Nov-2014)

6. Explain the generation of frequency modulated signal using reactance

modulation scheme with neat diagram.

7. Describe the relationship between FM and PM.

8. Derive the power relationship of amplitude modulated signal.

9. With suitable sketch discuss about square law detector.

10. Draw the block diagram and explain the super heterodyne radio receiver.(Nov-
2013)

11. Explain the working of FM Stereo transmitter with necessary circuitry.

12. With a neat block diagram, explain the operation of tuned radio receivers.

(Nov-2013)

13. With a neat block diagram, explain the operation of FM receiver.

14. With help of a neat block diagram, explain FM receiver.

15. Explain any two methods used for generating SSB/SC. (Nov-2013) (May-2014)

16. Explain any two methods used for generating DSB/SC.

17. Explain the direct and indirect method generation of FM signal. (May-2014)
18. Derive the equation for the spectrum of FM signal.(Nov-2013)
19. A carrier wave of 10MHz is amplitude modulated to 50% level with a tone of

5000 Hz. Sketch the waveform and amplitude distribution in time and

frequency domain. Assume carrier amplitude as 10 V.
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PART-A
1. Define sampling.

The sampling process is a process of converting a continues time signal to an

equivalent discrete time signal.

2. State sampling theorem. (Nov-2013) (May-2014)

The signal having highest frequency component of ‘W’ Hz can be completely

represented by its samples and reconstructed back if it is sampled at the

minimum rate of ‘2W’ sample per second.

3. State Nyquist rate of sampling.
For the bandwidth signal having highest frequency of ‘W’ Hz, the Nyquist rate

of sampling is 2W Hz.

Nyquist rate=2W Hz

4. Define bandwidth efficiency.

Bandwidth efficiency defined as it is the ratio of transmission rate to minimum

required bandwidth.

Bandwidth efficiency= Transmission rate/ minimum required bandwidth

5. Define quantization error.

Quantization error is the difference between amplitudes of quantized sample

and original sample amplitude.

Quantization error.Є=Xq(nTs)-X(nTs)

6. What is guard band?

The signal from adjacent channels tends to interfere with each other. It can be

reduced by isolating the adjacent channels with enough frequency gaps. This

gap is called guard band.

7. Define digital communication.
The modulation system or technique in which the transmitted signal is in the

form of digital pulses of constant amplitude, constant frequency and phase is

called as digital communication.

8. Mention application of digital communication system.

i) Satellite communication

ii) Telephone system

iii) Data and computer communication

iv) Military application

9. What are the elements of digital communication system?

i) Source encoder

ii) Channel encoder

iii) Modulator

iv) Demodulator

v) Channel decoder

vi) Source decoder

10. Define companding.

The   compression of signal at the transmitter and expansion at the receiver is

combined to be called as companding.

11. State shannon’s capacity limit.
Shannon’s capacity limit is given as,

C=B log 2(1+S/N)

This is the highest capacity that can be achieved for the channel of bandwidth

‘B’ and signal to noise power ratio of S/N.
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12. What is meant by the term aliasing?
When the sampling frequency is less than twice of the highest signal

frequency, aliasing takes place. In aliasing, high frequencies take the form of

lower frequencies and interfere with them. The aliased frequencies cannot be

recovered by any means.

13. Give the difference between coherent and non-coherent receiver.

S.No Coherent receiver Non-coherent receiver

1.

Locally generated carrier at

the receiver is phase locked

with the carrier at the

transmitter.

No need of carrier to be phase

locked with the carrier at the

transmitter.

2. System is complex. System is simple.

3. Error probability is less. Error probability is more.

14. Write the difference between QPSK and MSK systems. (Nov 2014)

S.No QPSK MSK

1. There is abrupt phase shift.
There is continuous phase

change.

2.
There are amplitude

variations.
There are no amplitude variations.

3.
Main lobe contains 90% of

total energy.

Main lobe contains 99% of total

energy.

15. What is the difference between FSK and MSK? (May-2014)

S.No FSK MSK

1.
Modulation method=

frequency
Modulation method=  frequency

2. Bits per sample=1 Bits per sample=2

3.
Detection method=Non-

coherent
Detection method= Coherent

16. Why binary ASK is called on-off keying?

In binary ASK, the carrier is transmitted for binary ‘1’ and no carrier for binary

‘0’. Thus the carrier is simply turned on for binary ‘1’ and it is turned off for

binary ‘0’. Therefore it is called on-off keying.

17. What are the advantages of digital transmission?

1. The advantage of digital transmission over analog transmission is noise

immunity. Digital pulses are less susceptible than analog signals to variations

caused by noise.

2. Digital signals are better suited to processing and multiplexing than analog

signals.

3. Digital transmission systems are more noise resistant than the analog

transmission systems.

4. Digital systems are better suited to evaluate error performance.

18. What are the disadvantages of digital transmission?

1. The transmission of digitally encoded analog signals requires significantly

more bandwidth than simply transmitting the original analog signal.
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2. Analog signal must be converted to digital codes prior to transmission and

converted back to analog form at the receiver, thus necessitating additional

encoding and decoding circuitry.

19. Define pulse code modulation.

In pulse code modulation, analog signal is sampled and converted to fixed

length, serial binary number for transmission. The binary number varies

according to the amplitude of the analog signal.

20. What is the purpose of the sample and hold circuit?

The sample and hold circuit periodically samples the analog input signal and

converts those samples to a multilevel PAM signal.

21. What is the sampling rate?

Nyquist sampling rate states that, the minimum sampling rate is equal to twice

the highest audio input frequency.

22. Define and state the causes of fold over distortion.

The minimum sampling rate(fs) is equal to twice the highest audio input

frequency(fa).If fs is less than two times fa ,distortion will result. The distortion

is Called aliasing or fold over distortion.

The side frequencies from one harmonic fold over into the sideband of another

harmonic. The frequency that folds over is an alias of the input signal hence,

the names “aliasing” or “fold over distortion”.

23. Define overload distortion.
If the magnitude of sample exceeds the highest quantization interval, overload

distortion occurs.

24. Define quantization.
Quantization is a process of approximation or rounding off. Assigning PCM

codes to absolute magnitudes is called quantizing.

25. Define dynamic range.

Dynamic range is the ratio of the largest possible magnitude to the smallest

possible magnitude. Mathematically, dynamic range is

DR= Vmax / Vmin

26. Define coherent receiver.

Locally generated carrier at the receiver is phase locked with the carrier at the

transmitter.

27. Define Non-coherent receiver.

No need of carrier to be phase locked with the carrier at the transmitter.

28. List out any two advantage of DPCM.
1. Require low bandwidth

2. High signal to noise ratio.

29. State Channel capacity Theorem .

Channel capacity limit is given as,

C=B log 2(1+S/N)

30. Define FSK.

The frequency of a sinusoidal carrier is shifted between two discrete values.

31. Define Bit time.

It is the reciprocal of the bit rate.
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32. Define ADPCM.
It means adaptive differential pulse code modulation, a combination of adaptive

quantization and adaptive prediction. Adaptive quantization refers to a

quantizer that operates with a time varying step size. The autocorrelation

function and power spectral density of speech signals are time varying

functions of the respective variables. Predictors for such input should be time

varying. So, adaptive predictors are used.

33. What is PAM?

PAM is the pulse amplitude modulation. In pulse amplitude modulation, the

amplitude of a carrier consisting of a periodic train of rectangular pulses is

varied in proportion to sample values of a message signal.

34. What is the disadvantage of uniform quantization over the non-uniform
quantization?

SNR decreases with decrease in input power level at the uniform quantizer but

non-uniform quantization maintains a constant SNR for wide range of input

power levels. This type of quantization is called as robust quantization.

35. What you mean by non-uniform quantization?

Step size is not uniform. Non-uniform quantizer is characterized by a step size

that increases as the separation from the origin of the transfer characteristics is

increased. Non-uniform quantization is otherwise called as robust quantization.

36. What are the two fold effects of quantizing process?

1. The peak-to-peak range of input sample values subdivided into a finite set of

decision levels or decision thresholds

2. The output is assigned a discrete value selected from a finite set of

representation levels are reconstruction values that are aligned with the treads

of the staircase.

37. What is meant by idle channel noise?

Idle channel noise is the coding noise measured at the receiver output with

zero transmitter input.

38. What is meant by prediction error?
The difference between the actual sample of the process at the time of interest

and the predictor output is called a prediction error.

39. Define delta modulation. (Nov-2013)

Delta modulation is the one-bit version of differential pulse code modulation.

40. Define hamming code.

Hamming codes are (n, k) linear block codes. They satisfy following condition:

i) Number of check bits,q>3

ii) Block length, n=2q-1

iii) Number of message bits, K=n-q

iv) Minimum distance d min=3
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PART-B

1. With a neat block diagram, explain the process of generating PDM. (Nov-2013)
2. With a neat block diagram, explain the process of generating PPM. (Nov-2013)

3. Explain the working of pulse width modulator. constructed using a monostable

multivibrator. Give the circuit diagram. (Nov-2013)
4. With help of neat diagrams, explain transmitter and receiver of pulse code

modulation. (May-2014)
5. Explain delta modulation in detail suitable diagram. (May-2014)

6. With help of neat diagrams, explain ADM.

7. What is slope overload distortion and granular noise in delta modulation and

how it is removed in ADM?

8. How does ADM differ from DM?

9. Explain about different types of delta modulation schemes.

10. With a neat block diagram, explain DPCM.

11. Compare PCM, DM, ADM and DPCM.

12. Explain BPSK system with help of transmitter and receiver, and state its

advantages and disadvantages. (May-2015)

13. Explain DPSK system with help of transmitter and receiver, and state its

advantages and disadvantages.

14. With help of block diagram and relevant expressions and waveforms, explain

QPSK transmitter and receiver.(May-2014) (Nov-2014)

15. Draw the block diagrams and explain the operation of FSK transmitter and

receiver. (Nov-2013)

16. Compare BFSK and BPSK.

17. Explain working principle of ASK modulator and detector with neat diagram.

18. Explain working principle of MSK modulator and detector with neat

diagram.(Nov-2013)

19. How does flat top sampling differ from natural sampling ?Illustrate also obtain

the filtered output. (Nov-2014)

20. A PCM system has the following parameters: a maximum analog input

frequency of 4KHz a maximum analog input frequency of $KHz a maximum

decoded voltage at the receiver of ±2.55V, and a maximum dynamic range of

46dB. Determine the following:

(1). Minimum sample rate. (2). Minimum number of bits used in the PCM mode.

(3). Resolution. (4). Quantization error. (May-2015)
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PART - A
1. What is information rate?

The average number of bits of information per second is called information

rate.

R= rH
Here ‘R’ is the information rate

‘r’ is the rate at which messages are generated

‘H’ is the entropy or average information.

2. Mention the significance of AMI code. (Nov-2013)

 In this format successive 1’s are represented by pulses with alternate

polarity and 0’s are represented by no pulses.

 Because of alternate polarity of pulses, AMI coded waveform have no DC

component.

 The ambiguities due to transmission sign inversion are eliminated.

3. Differentiate error detection from error correction.

S.No Error detection Error correction

1.
Only errors are detected

from check bits

Errors are corrected with the help

of check bits.

2.

For given number of check

bits more errors are

detected.

For given number of check bits

less error are corrected.

4. Define entropy.

The average information per message is called entropy. It is represented in bits

per message.

5. What are the features of Huffman coding?
i) Huffman coding assigns variable length codes to message.

ii) Message having higher probability of occurrence have short length codes.

iii) The average number of binary digits per message is made nearly equal to

entropy of the source.

6. Mention few error control codes.
i) Parity check codes

ii) Block codes-linear block codes and cycle’s codes.

iii) Convolutional codes

7. What are the features of convolutional codes?

i) There is convolution between message sequence and generating

sequence.

ii) Each message bit is encoded separately.

iii) Viterbi decoding is used for most likelihood decoding.

iv) Generating sequences are used to get code vectors.

8. What is vertical redundancy checking?
A group of messages are transmitted as a matrix. Each row of the matrix

represents one message.

9. Define chip rate.

It is defined as the number of bits per second.

10. Classification of SS modulation technique.
1. Direct sequence spread spectrum technique

2. Frequency hop spread spectrum technique
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11. What is Error Detection?
Data can be corrupted during transmission. For reliable communication errors

must be deducted and corrected. Error Detection uses the concept of

redundancy, which means adding extra bits for detecting errors at the

destination.

12. What are the error detection methods?
The common Error Detection methods are

a. Vertical Redundancy Check (VRC)

b. Longitudinal Redundancy Check (VRC)

c. Cyclic Redundancy Check (VRC)

13. What is VRC?
It is the most common and least expensive mechanism for Error Detection. In

VRC, a parity bit.

14. What is CRC?

CRC, is the most powerful of the redundancy checking techniques, is based on

binary division.

15. What are Code Words?
“r” redundant bits are added to each block to make the length n = k + r. The

resulting n-bit blocks are called codewords. 2n

16. What is linear Block Code?

A linear block code is a code in which the exclusive OR (addition modulo-2) of

two valid code words creates another valid codeword.

17. What are Cyclic Codes?
Cyclic codes are special linear block codes with one extra property. In a cyclic

code, if a codeword is cyclically shifted (rotated), the result is another

codeword.

18. Define Encoder:

A device or program that uses predefined algorithms to encode, or compress

audio or video data for storage or transmission use. It is a circuit that is used to

convert between digital video and analog video.

19. What is Error Control?

Error control is both error detection and error correction. It allows the receiver

to inform the sender of any frames lost or damaged in transmission and

coordinates the retransmission of those frames by the sender. In the data link

layer, the term error control refers primarily to methods of error detection.

20. What is Checksum?

Checksum is used by the higher layer protocols (TCP/IP) for error detection.

21. What is Forward Error Correction?

Forward error correction is the process in which the receiver tries to guess the

message by using redundant bits.

22. Define Retransmission:

Retransmission is a technique in which the receiver detects the occurrence of

an error and asks the sender to resend the message. Resending is repeated

until a message arrives that the receiver believes is error-freed.
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23. Define Decoder
A device or program that translates encoded data into its original format (e.g., it

decodes the data). The term is often used in reference to MPEG-2 video and

sound data, which must be decoded before it is output.

24. What is framing?

Framing in the data link layer separates a message from one source to a

destination, or from messages to other destinations, by adding a sender

address and a destination address. The destination address defines where the

packet has to go and the sender address helps the recipient

acknowledge receipt.

25. What is Fixed –Size Framing?
In fixed-size framing, there is no need for defining the boundaries of the

frames. The size can be used as a delimiter.

26. Define Character Stuffing.

In byte stuffing (or character stuffing), a special byte is added to the data

section of the when there is a character with the same pattern as the flag. The

data section is stuffed with an byte. This byte is usually called the escape

character (ESC), which has a predefined bit Whenever the receiver

encounters the ESC character, it removes it from the data section and treats

next character as data, not a delimiting flag.

27. What is Bit Stuffing?

Bit stuffing is the process of adding one extra 0 whenever five consecutive Is

follow a 0 in data, so that the receiver does not mistake the pattern 0111110 for

a flag.

28. What is Flow Control?
Flow control refers to a set of procedures used to restrict the amount of data

that the sender sends before waiting for acknowledgment.

29. Why is Huffman code called as minimum redundancy coding?(May-2014)

Huffman coding also uses the same principle as Shannon fano coding

assigning different number of binary digits to the message nearly equal to

entropy.

30. What is BSC? (Nov-2013)

BSC means Binary Symmetric Channel.

31. What are the various types of error?

1. Random error

2. Burst error

32. Mention the properties of linear block codes.
1. Linear property

2. Systematic property

33. Mention the various deciding methods of convolutional codes.

1. Viterbi Algorithm

2. Sequential decoding

3. Feedback coding

4. Threshold coding

34. Define code Redundancy.

It is defined as,

Redundancy = 1- code efficiency.
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35. Define source coding.
Source coding is the process which is used for the efficient representation of

data generated by a source.

36. Define Lempel Ziv Code.

Encoding is done by “parsing the source data stream into segments that are

shortest subsequences not encountered previously.

37. What do you meant by data compaction?
To transmit a signal efficiently, the redundant information should be removed

from the signal prior to transmission.

This operation with no loss of information is referred as data compaction.

PART-B

1. Discuss the bandwidth –SNR trade off a communication system. (May-2014)
2. Discuss the concept of coding and decoding methods of block codes. (Nov-

2013)
3. State and explain Shannon’s theorem on channel capacity.

4. Give the procedure for Shannon fano coding system  and the use the

procedure to obtain the code for the source symbols S1,S2,S3,S4,S5 with their

respective probabilities 1/2,1/3,1/12,1/15,1/120,1/120. (Nov-2013)

5. Given states S={S0,S1,S2,S3,S4} and their probabilities

P={0.4,0.2,0.2,0.1,0.1}. Find coding efficiency and entropy    for Huffman

coding. (Nov-2013)
6. Apply the following coding technique and obtain the output wave form for the

bit stream 10011100 on NRZ, RZ, AMI, HDBP, ABQ and MBnB. (May-
2014)(Nov2014)

7. Design a convolutional coder of constraint length 6 and rate efficiency 1/2.

(May-2014)

8. Explain various error control codes.

9. Giving block diagram, explain the operation of any convolutional encoder.

10. Compare linear block codes, cyclic codes and convolutional codes.

11. With the help of an example explain Shannon fano algorithm.

12. Discuss the BSC and BEC with their channel diagram and transition matrix.

13. State and prove Shannon noiseless coding theorem. (May-2014)

14. Describe some properties of entropy.

15. Discuss on various source coding methods.

16. Discuss any one of the decoding methods of convolutional coding precisely.

17. Discuss the BSC, BEC and BCC with their channel diagram and transition

matrix.

18. Discuss the viter bi algorithm by showing the possible paths through the trellis

of a coder. Assume the state diagram of any coder. (Nov2014)
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1. Define multiplexing.

Multiplexing is the process of transmitting two or more signals simultaneously

over the same channel.

2. What is need for multiplexing?
i) Improve utilization of channel

ii) Used for to transmit data.

3. Define time division multiplexing.

Each source or channel allotted fixed time slot is called time division

multiplexing. It is suitable for pulse modulation and digital signals.

4. Define frequency division multiplexing.
Each source or channel allotted fixed frequency band is called frequency

division multiplexing. It is suitable for analog modulation and CW signals.

5. Distinguish between TDM and FDM.

S.No TDM FDM

1.
Fixed time slot is allotted to each

source.

Fixed frequency slot is allotted to

each source.

2.
Suitable for pulse modulation

and digital signals.

Suitable for analog modulation

and CW signals.

3.
Time of the channel is utilized

efficiently.

Bandwidth of the channel is

utilized efficiently.

6. Mention the advantages of CDMA system.

i) Maximum utilization of the channel.

ii) Synchronization is not necessary.

7. Mention the advantages of FDMA system.
i) Maximum utilization of the channel bandwidth.

ii) Synchronization and codeword is not necessary.

8. Mention the advantages of TDMA system.(Nov 2014)

i) Maximum utilization of the time slots.

ii) Codeword is not necessary.

iii) Full power efficiency is possible.

9. Define near –far problem.(May-2014)

When the strength of unwanted signal is strong because its source is located

close to the receiver and the strength of the desired signal is weak because its

transmitter is located far from the receiver, the near –far problem arises.

Because of this problem, the desired signal is suppressed. Near far problem

can be avoided because of orthogonal codes.

10. Mention the application of multiple access technique in wired
communication.

i) TV transmission

ii) Broadcast networks

iii) Local area network and Telephone networks.

iv) Satellite networks

11. What is multiple access? (Nov-2013)
Multiple access techniques is nothing but two are more users simultaneously

communicate with each other using the same propagation channel.
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12. What are the application of FDMA, TDMA and CDMA?
i) used in data transmission,

ii) used in video transmission.

iii) used in telecommunication.

13. Distinguish between FDMA, TDMA and CDMA.

S. No Parameter FDMA TDMA CDMA

1. Technique

In this technique

the overall

bandwidth of the

channel is

shared by

multiple users.

In this

technique the

time of the

channel is

shared by

multiple users.

In this technique

the time as well

as bandwidth of

the channel is

shared by

multiple users.

2. Synchronization Not required Required Not required

3. Codeword Not required Not required Required

14. Distinguish between GSM and IS 95.

S. No Parameter GSM IS 95
1. No.of duplex channel 125 20
2. Channel bandwidth 200KHz 1250KHz
3. Modulation GMSK BPSK/QPSK

15. Define pseudo-noise (PN) sequence.

A pseudo-noise sequence is defined as a coded sequence of 1s and Os with

certain autocorrelation properties. It is used in spread Spectrum

communications. It is periodic in that a sequence of 1s and 0s repeats itself

exactly with a known period.

16. What does the term catastrophic cyclic code represent?
‘000’ is not a state of the shift register sequence in PN sequence generator,

since this results in a catastrophic cyclic code i.e once the 000 state is entered,

the shift register sequence cannot leave this state.

17. Define a random binary sequence.

A random binary sequence is a sequence in which the presence of a binary

symbol 1 or 0 is equally probable.

18. State the balance property of random binary sequence.

In each period of a maximum length sequence, the number of 1s is always one

more than the number of 0s. This property is called the balance property.

19. Mention about the run property.

Among the runs of 1s and 0s in each period of a maximum length sequence,

one half the runs of each kind are of length one, one fourth are of length two,

one eighth are of length three, and so or as long as these function represent

meaningful numbers of runs. This property is called the run property.

20. Give the correlation property of random binary sequence.

The autocorrelation function of a maximum length sequence is periodic and

binary valued. This property is called the correlation property.

21. Mention the significance of spread spectrum modulation.

An important attribute of spread-spectrum modulation is that it can provide

protection against externally generated interfering (jamming) signals with finite

power. The jamming signal may consist of a fairly powerful broadband noise or

multi tone waveform that is directed at the receiver for the purpose of disrupting

communications. Protection against jamming waveforms is provided by
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purposely making the information bearing signal occupy a bandwidth far in

excess of minimum bandwidth necessary to transmit it.

22. What is called processing gain?

Processing Gain (PG) is defined as the ratio of the bandwidth of spread

message signal to the bandwidth of unspreaded data signal.

23. What is called jamming effect?

In the frequency band of the interest, somebody else transmits the signals

intentionally since these signals the in the frequency band of transmission, they

interface the required signal. Hence it becomes difficult to detect the required

signals. This is called jamming effect.

24. What is Anti jamming?

With the help of spread spectrum method, the transmitted signals are spread

over the mid frequency band. Hence these signals appear as noise. Then it

becomes difficult for the jammers to send jamming signals. This is called anti

jamming.

25. What are the three codes used for the anti jamming application?

1. Golay code (24, 12)

2. Expurgated Golay (24, 11)

3. Maximum length shift register code.

26. What is called frequency hop spread spectrum?

In frequency hop spread spectrum, the frequency of the carrier hops randomly

from one frequency to another frequency.

27. What is slow frequency hopping?
If the symbol rate of MFSK is an integer multiple of hop rate (multiple symbols

per hop) then it is called slow frequency hopping.

28. What is fast frequency hopping?

If the hop rate is an integer multiple of symbol rate (multiple hops per symbol)

then it is called fast frequency hopping.

29. What are the two function of fast frequency hopping?
1. Spread Jammer over the entire measure of the spectrum of Txed signal.

2. Retuning the Jamming signal over the frequency band of Txed signal.

30. What are the features of code Division multiple Accesses?

1. It does not require external synchronization networks.

2. CDMA offers gradual degradation in performance when the no. of users is

increased but it is easy to add new user to the system.

3. If offers an external interference rejection capability.

31. What is called multipath Interference?

The interference caused by the interfacing of the signal form the indirect path

with the signal of direct path is called multipath interference.

32. What is the advantage of a spread spectrum technique?

The main advantage of spread spectrum technique is its ability to reject

interference whether it be the unintentional interference of another user

simultaneously attempting to transmit through the channel (or) the intentional

interference of a hostile transmitter to jam the transmission.
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33. What is called frequency hop spread spectrum?

In frequency hop spread spectrum, the frequency of the carrier hops randomly

from one frequency to another frequency.

34. What is slow frequency hopping?
If the symbol rate of MFSK is an integer multiple of hop rate (multiple Symbols

per hop) then it is called slow frequency hopping.

35. What is SDMA?(May-2014)

SDMA means space division multiple accesses.

36. Define Duplex.
Duplexing is nothing but two-way communication in which both terminals can

transmit simultaneously.

PART B

1. With neat block diagram explain the FDMA. Discuss its application in

communication. (May-2014)
2. Explain the application of CDMA in wireless communication. (May-2014)

3. Compare the performance of FDMA with CDMA and TDMA.

4. Discuss the various multiple access techniques used in wireless

communication with their merits and demerits.

5. Explain how space division multiple access (SDMA) techniques work in

wireless communication systems.

6. With neat block diagram explain the TDMA. Discuss its application in

communication. (May-2014) (Nov-2014)
7. Compare wires and wireless communication systems.(May-2014)

8. 500 users employ FDMA to transmit 1000-bit packets of data. The channel

bandwidth is 100MHz and QPSK is used at each of the 500 carrier frequencies

employed. a)What is the maximum bandwidth allocated to each user? b)What

is the bit rate employed by each user. c)How long does it take to transmit a

packet? (Nov-2014)
9. What are the access control methodologies used in LAN? Explain the

operation of Token Ring with the following.

(a) Token frame layout (b) MAC sublayer frame layout (May-2015)

10. Determine the BCS for the following data and CRC generating polynomials:

Data G(x) = 7 + 5 + 4 + 2 + + 1

CRC P(x) = 5 + 4 + 1 + 0 (May-2015)
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PART – A
1. What is runaway speed of Synchronous Machine?

Apr/May 2004 2010 2011 May/June 2012 Nov/Dec 2009 2010 2013
2. Give the need for damper winding in Synchronous Machine.

May/June 2006 Apr/May 2010 2011 Nov/Dec 2011
3. What are the factors that influence the choice of specific magnetic loading in

a Synchronous Machine? Nov/Dec 2011 May/June 2013
4. How the value of SCR affects the design of alternator?

Apr/May 2010 2011 Nov/Dec 2009 May/June 2006 2012
5. Define Short Circuit Ratio of a Synchronous Machine.

Define SCR of a synchronous machine.
Apr/May 2008 2011 May/June 2010 2013 2014

Nov/Dec 2004 2009 2010 2011 2012
6. State the important features of turbo-alternator rotors. Nov/Dec 2012
7. What is the limiting factor for the diameter of synchronous machine?

Nov/Dec 2013
8. Define specific magnetic loading in a Synchronous Machine. May/June 14
9. How is the efficiency of an alternator affected by load power factor?

Nov/Dec 2014
10. Mention the factors to be considered for the selection of number of armature

slots. May/June 2010 Nov/Dec 2014
11. Write the output equation and output coefficient of a Synchronous Machine.

Nov/Dec 2009
12. Why salient pole construction is rejected for high speed alternators?

Nov/Dec 2009
13. What is critical speed of alternator? May/June 2011 Nov/Dec 2009
14. State the advantages of double layer winding. Apr/May 2004
15. State the factors that must be considered in choosing air gap length in the

case of a synchronous machine. Nov/Dec 2005

16. How are the synchronous machines classified? Nov/Dec 2010
17. State the advantages of short pitched coils. Apr/May 2011
18. Distinguish between salient pole and non-salient pole alternators.

Apr/May 2015 May/June 2009 Nov/Dec 2009
19. List the various methods for the elimination of harmonics from the generated

voltage of Synchronous machine. May/June 2010
20. Define pitch factor and distribution factor. Apr/May 2011
21. What are the effects of large air gap length on the performance of a

synchronous machine? Nov/Dec 2003
22. Why the field structure is a rotating member in three phase synchronous

machine? Nov/Dec 2005
23. What are the factors that influence the choice of specific electric loading in a

Synchronous Machine? Nov/Dec 2011
24. What are the advantages of rectangular poles used in Synchronous

Machine? Nov/Dec 2004
25. Define coil span.
26. What is the limiting factor for the speed of synchronous machine?
27. What are the advantages of round poles as compared to rectangular poles

in Synchronous Machine?
28. What are the advantages of rotating field stationary armature in

Synchronous Machine?
29. What are the types of poles?
30. State the advantages of single layer winding. Apr/May 2011

PART – B

1. Define Short Circuit Ratio. Explain how it is determined for an alternator. Also

discuss its affect on the performance of alternator. (16) Apr/May 2011

2. (i) Derive the output equation of an AC machine. (8)
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(ii) Determine the main dimensions of a 100KVA, 50Hz, three phase 375

rpm alternator. The average air gap flux density is 0.55 Wb/m2 and ampere

conductors per metre is 28000. Given that L/ must be between 1 to 5. The

maximum permissible peripheral speed is 50 m/sec. The runaway speed is

1.8 times synchronous speed. (8) Apr/May 2011

3. Explain the step by step procedure for the design of field winding of

Synchronous machine (alternator). (16) Apr/May 2015
Nov/Dec 2011 2012 May/June 2013 2014

4. A 1000KVA, 3300V, 50Hz, 300 rpm 3 phase alternator has 180 slots with 5

conductors per slot. Single layer winding with full pitch coils is used. The

winding is star connected with one circuit per phase. Determine the specific

electric and specific magnetic loadings, if the stator bore is 2.0 m and the

core length is 0.4 m. The machine has 60˚ phase spread.(16)

Nov/Dec 2011

5. (i) Derive the expression for length of air gap of a synchronous machine (8)

(ii) For a 250KVA, 1100V, 12 pole, 500 rpm 3 phase alternator. Determine

air gap diameter, core length, number of stator conductors, number of stator

slots and cross section of stator conductors. Assuming average gap density

as 0.6 Wb/m2 , specific electric loading of 30000 amp.cond./m and

L/ = 0.85 (8) Apr/May 2015 May/June 2012

6. Determine the main dimensions of a 75000 KVA, 13.8KV, 50Hz, 62.5 rpm,

3 phase star connected alternator. Also find the number of stator slots,

conductors per slot, conductor area and workout winding details. The

peripheral speed should be about 40m/s. Assume average gap density

= 0.65 Wb/m2 ampere conductors per metre = 40000 and current density

4A/mm2. (16) May/June 2012

7. (i) Find the main dimensions of a 2500KVA, 187.5 rpm, 50 Hz, 3 phase,

3 KV, salient pole synchronous generator. The generator is to be vertical,

water wheel type. The specific magnetic loading is 0.6 Wb/m2 and the

specific electric loading is 34000 ac/m. Use circular poles with ratio of core

length to pole pitch = 0.65. Assume a winding factor of 0.955.(8)

(ii) Sate and explain the factors to be considered for the selection of

armature slots in an alternator. (8) Nov/Dec 2012

8. Determine a suitable number of slots and conductors per slot, the stator

winding of a 3 phase 3300V, 50Hz, 300 rpm alternator. The diameter is

2.3 m and the axial length of core is 0.35 m. The maximum flux density in

the air gap should be approximately 0.9 Wb/m2. Assume sinusoidal flux

distribution. Use single layer winding and star connection for stator. (16)

May/June 2013 2014

9. Determine the main dimensions of a 100KVA, 11KV, 50Hz, three phase 150

rpm 3 phase water wheel generator.  The average air gap flux density is

0.65 Wb/m2 and ampere conductors per metre is 40000. The peripheral

speed should not exceed 65 m/sec at normal running speed in order to limit

the runaway peripheral speed. (16) Nov/Dec 2013 2014

10. Explain the armature winding and rotor design of turbo alternator. (16)

Nov/Dec 2013

11. Find the main dimensions of a 2500KVA, 187.5 rpm, 50 Hz, 3 phase,

3 KV, salient pole synchronous generator. The generator is to be vertical,

water wheel type. Use circular poles with ratio of core length to pole pitch

= 0.65.Specify the type of pole construction used if the runaway speed is

about 2 times the normal speed.(16) Nov/Dec 2014
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PART – A

1. What is specific Electric Loading? Apr/May 2015 Apr/May 2011
May/June 2013 2014

2. How materials are classified according to their degree of magnetism?
Apr/May 2011

3. What are the major considerations in Electrical Machine Design?
Nov/Dec 2004 2011 May/June 2013

4. Write down the classification of magnetic materials.
Nov/Dec 2011 May/June 2014

5. What is meant by specific magnetic loading? May/June 2012
6. What is meant by peripheral speed? Write the expression for peripheral

speed of rotating machines. May/June 2012 Nov/Dec 2013
7. Mention the main areas of design of electrical machines. Nov/Dec 2012
8. What are the important specifications of a DC machine as per

IS 4722:1968? Nov/Dec 2012
9. What are the factors that affect the size of rotating machines?

Apr/May 2015 Nov/Dec 2013
10. What is gap concentration factor for slots? Nov/Dec 2014
11. Define stacking factor. Nov/Dec 2014
12. Define space factor. Nov/Dec 2003 Apr/May 2004 May/June 2007
13. Name the types of magnetic materials based on hysteresis loops.

Nov/Dec 2004
14. What are the main groups of Electrical conducting materials? Nov/Dec 2011

15. State the electrical engineering material used in the construction of
alternator and AC motor. Nov/Dec 2005

16. State the desired properties of insulating materials. Apr/May 2004
17. What are the limitations of Electrical Machine Design? Apr/May 2006
18. What are the methods used for determination of motor rating for variable

load drives. May/June 2008

19. Mention the different types of classes of duty. Nov/Dec 2007

20. Name the types of magnetic materials based on hysteresis loops. Nov 04

21. What are the methods of measurement of temperature rise in various parts
of an electrical machine?

22. How is eddy current loss different from hysteresis loss? Nov/Dec 2006
23. State various classes of insulating materials.
24. State various classes of insulating materials according to temperature limit.
25. How is heat produced in a rotating electrical machine? May/June 2009
26. Define rating of a motor. Apr/May 2005
27. What are the choice of specific electric loading?
28. What are the choice of specific magnetic loading?
29. Define heating and cooling time constants.
30. What are the various cooling methods available in electrical machines?
31. Distinguish between continuous rat ing and short time rating of an

electrical machine. Apr/ May 2008 Nov/Dec 2007

PART – B
1. Discuss about various duties and ratings of Rotating Machines and give

their respective temperature –time curves. (16) Apr/May 2011

2. A field coil has a heat dissipating surface of 0.15m2 and length of mean turn

1 m. It dissipates loss of 150 W, the emissivity being 34 W/m2˚C. Estimate

the final steady temperature rise of the coil and its time constant if the cross

section of the coil is 100*50 mm2. Specific heat of copper is 390 J/kg˚C. The

space factor is 0.56. Copper weighs 8900kg/m3. (16) Apr/May 2011

3. What are the main groups of Electrical conducting materials? Describe the

properties and applications of those materials. (16) Apr/May 2015
Nov/Dec 2011 May/June 2013 2014

4. Describe any two methods used for determination of motor rating for
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variable load drives with suitable diagrams.(16) Nov/Dec 2011

5. (i)  Explain the choice of specific electric loading. (8)

May/June 2012 Nov/Dec 2013

(ii) A 350KW, 500V, 450rpm, 6pole DC generator is build with an armature

diameter of 0.87m and core length of 0.32m. The lap wound armature has

660 conductors. Calculate the specific electric and magnetic loading. (8)

May/June 2012 Apr/May 2015

6. (i) Explain the choice of specific magnetic loading. (8)

May/June 2012 Nov/Dec 2013

(ii) A 20HP, 440V, 4 pole, 50Hz, three phase induction motor is built with a

stator bore of 0.25m and core length of 0.16m. The specific electric loading

is 23000 ampere conductors per metre. Find the specific magnetic loading

of the machine. Assume full load efficiency of 84% and a power factor of

0.82. (8) May/June 2012

7. (i) State and explain various classes of insulating materials, employed in

electrical machines, according to temperature limits. (10)

(ii) A field coil has a cross section of 100 x 50 mm2 and its length of mean

turn is 1 m. Estimate the hot spot temperature above that of the outer

surface of the coil if the total loss in the coil is 120 W. Assume :

Space factor = 0.56. Thermal resistivity of insulating material = 8 Ωm. (8)

Apr/May 2015 Nov/Dec 2012

8. (i) State and explain the general factors that influence the choice of specific

electric and magnetic loadings for rotating machines. (12)

(ii) Explain briefly about the rating of electrical machines. (4)

Nov/Dec 2012

9. Describe the methods of measurement of temperature rise in various parts

of an electrical machine. (16) May/June 2013

10. (i) Calculate the specific magnetic loading of 100HP, 300V, 3phase, 50Hz, 8

pole, star connected , flame proof induction motor having stator core length

= 0.5m and stator bore = 0.66m. Turns/phase = 286. Assume full load

efficiency as 0.938 and power factor as 0.86. (8)

(ii) A 600rpm, 50Hz, 10000V, 3 phase, synchronous generator has the

following design data Bav = 0.48 Wb/m2, Current density = 2.7 A/ mm2, slot

space factor = 0.35, number of slots = 144, slot size = 120x20mm, D =

1.92m and L = 0.4m. Determine the KVA rating of the machine. (8)

Nov/Dec 2013

11. Explain in detail the various cooling methods of electrical machines. (16)

Apr/May 2015 May/June 2014

12. (i)What are the limitations in the design of Electrical apparatus? Explain

them. (8)

(ii) Calculate the mmf required for the air gap of machine having core length

= 0.32m including 4 ducts of 10 mm each pole arc = 0.19m, slot pitch = 65.4

mm, slot opening = 5 mm, air gap length = 5 mm, flux per pole = 52 mWeb.

Given Carter’s coefficient is 0.18 for opening/gap = 1, and is 0.28 for

opening/gap = 2. (8) Nov/Dec 2014

13. (i) Explain the modern trends in design of electrical machines. (8)

(ii) Derive the equation of temperature rise of a machine when it is run

under steady load conditions starting from cold conditions. (8)

Nov/Dec 2014
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PART – A
1. Name any two methods to reduce armature reaction. Apr/May 2011
2. What is slot loading? Apr/May 2011
3. Show how the specific magnetic and electric loadings are independent.

Nov/Dec 2011
4. Mention any two guiding factors for the choice of number of poles.

Nov/Dec 2009 2011 May/June 2013 2014
5. Define field form factor. Nov/Dec 2004 2009 2010 May/June 2012
6. What is meant unbalanced magnetic pull? May/June 2012
7. Distinguish between real and apparent flux densities in a DC machine.

Nov/Dec 2012
8. What are the factors that influence the choice of commutator diameter?

Nov/Dec 2012
9. Write down the output equation of a DC machine. May/June 2013
10. What is mean by magnetic circuit calculations? Nov/Dec 2004 2013
11. Why square pole is preferred? Nov/Dec 2013 Apr/May 2015
12. What are the factors to be considered in the design of commutator of a DC

machine? May/June 2014
13. Why DC motors are preferred in general? Nov/Dec 2014
14. Mention the factors governing the length of armature core in a DC machine.

Nov/Dec 2014
15. List the methods used for estimating the mmf for teeth. Apr/May 2011
16. Define real and apparent flux densities in a DC machine.

Nov/Dec 03 Apr/May 2004 2008
17. List the advantages and disadvantages of having greater number of poles in

DC machine. May/June 2006 Nov/Dec 2010
18. What is meant by peripheral speed? Write the expression for peripheral

speed of rotating machines. May/June 2012 Nov/Dec 2013

19. How is leakage magnetic flux different from useful magnetic flux?
May/June 2009 Nov/Dec 2010

20. What are the losses in a DC machine? Apr/May 2008 Nov/Dec 2007
21. State the relation between the number of commutator segments and

number of armature coils in a DC machines. Nov/Dec 2006,07May/June 09
22. Give the parts of DC motor. Apr/May 2008 May/June 2009
23. Define gap contraction factor for slots and ducts. Nov/Dec 2009
24. What is meant stacking factor (or) iron space factor? Apr/ May 2011

Apr/May 2015
25. State the merits of lap and wave windings of armature of a DC generator.

Nov/Dec 2005
26. Mention the main dimension of rotating machines and list the factors which

governing the length of armature core in DC machine. Apr/May 2011
27. What are the various factors that affected by the selection of poles in a DC

machine. (8) Nov/Dec 2010
28. Give the significance of core length to pole arc in the design. Nov/Dec 2010
29. Define bush contact loss. Nov/Dec 2008
30. State the relation between armature diameter and commutator diameter for

various ratings of DC machines. Apr/May 2005

PART – B
1. (i) Explain the effects of choice of number of poles in A DC machine on

(1) Frequency of flux reversal (2) Weight of iron (3) Weight of copper

and (4) Length of commutator. (8) Apr/May 2011

(ii) A 5 KW 250V 4 pole 1500 rpm DC shunt generator is designed to have a

square pole face. The specific magnetic loading and specific electric

loadings are 0.42Wb/m2 and 15000 AC/m respectively. Find the main
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dimensions of the machine. Assume full load efficiency is 0.87 and pole arc

to pole pitch ratio is 0.66. (8) Apr/May 2011Apr/May 2015
2. (i) Discuss various methods to determine mmf required for teeth of an

Electric Machine. (8) Apr/May 2011

(ii) Determine the apparent flux density in teeth of a DC machine if the real

flux density in teeth is 2.15Wb/m2, slot pitch is 28 mm, slot width is 10 mm,

gross core length is 0.35 m no. of ventilating ducts is 4 each 10 mm wide.

Magnetizing force corresponding to flux density of 2.15 Wb/m2 is

55000AT/m and iron stacking factor is 0.9. (8) Apr/May 2011

3. Explain the various steps in involved in the design of armature winding of

DC machine. (16) Nov/Dec 2011 May/June 2014Apr/May 2015
4. A design is required for a 50 KW, 4pole, 600 rpm, DC shunt generator the

full load terminal voltage being 220V. If the maximum gap density is 0.83

Wb/m2 and the armature ampere conductors per metre are 30000. Calculate

suitable dimensions of armature core to give a square pole face. Assume

that the full armature voltage drop is 3% of the rated terminal voltage and

that the field current is 1% of rated full load current. Ratio of pole arc to pole

pitch is 0.67. (16) Nov/Dec 2011May/June 2014

5. (i) Derive the relation between real and apparent flux densities in a DC

machine. (8) May/June 2012

(ii) A 500KV, 4 pole, 1500 rpm shunt generator is designed to have a

square pole face. The loadings are average flux density in the gap = 0.42

Wb/m2 and ampere conductor per metre = 15000. Assume full load

efficiency is 0.87 and pole arc to pole pitch ratio is 0.66.(8)

May/June 2012

6. Determine the diameter and length of armature core for a 55KW, 110V.

1000 rpm, 4 pole shunt generator assuming specific electric and magnetic

loadings of 26000 amp.cond./m and 0.5 Wb/m2 respectively. The pole arc

should be about 70% of pole pitch and length of core about 1.1 times the

pole arc. Allow 10 ampere for the field current and assume a voltage of 4

volts for the armature circuit. Specify the winding used and also determine

suitable values for the number of armature conductors and number of slots.

(16) May/June 2012 Nov/Dec 2013 2014

7. (i) Derive the output equation of a DC machine. (8) Nov/Dec 2012 2014
(ii) Determine the mmf required for the air gap of a DC machine having open slots

given the following particulars:

Slot pitch = 4.3 cm; Slot opening = 2.1 cm; Gross length of core = 48 cm ; Pole arc

= 18 cm ; Air gap length = 0.6 cm ; Flux per pole = 0.056 weber. There are 8

ventilating ducts each 1.2 cm wide.

Ratio:

slot-opening /

Gap length

1 2 3 3.5 4.0

Carter’s

coefficient
0.15 0.28 0.37 0.41 0.43

The above data may be used for ducts also. (8) Nov/Dec 2012

8. Determine the main dimensions number of poles and length of air-gap of a

1000 KW, 500 V, 300 rpm DC generator. Assume average gap density as

0.7 Wb/m2 and ampere conductors per metre as 40000. The pole arc to

pole pitch ratio is 0.7 and the efficiency is 92%. The mmf required for the

air-gap is 55% of armature mmf and gap contraction factor is 1.15. The

following are the design constraints:

Peripheral speed should not exceed 30 m/sec, frequency of flux reversals
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should not exceed 50Hz, current per brush arm should not exceed 400A

and armature mmf per pole should not exceed 10000A. (16) Nov/Dec 2012
9. Explain the various steps involved in the design of commutator and Brushes

of a DC machine. (16) May/June 2013

10. Determine the diameter and length of armature for a 7.5KW, 1000 rpm, 4

pole, 220V DC shunt motor.  Given: full load efficiency = 0.83; maximum

gap flux density = 0.9 Wb/m2 ; specific electric loading = 30000

amp.cond/m; field form factor = 0.7. Assume that the maximum efficiency

occurs at full load and the field current is 2.5% of rated current. The pole

face is square. (16) May/June 2013 Nov/Dec 2014

11. (i) Explain the various steps in involved in the design of shunt field winding

of DC machine. (8)

(ii)Calculate the mmf required for the air agp of machine having core length

= .032m including 4 ducts of 10mm each, pole arc = 0.19m, slot pitch =

65.4mm, slot opening = 5mm, airgap length = 5mm, flux per pole = 52mwb.

Given carter’s coefficient is 0.18 for opening/gap = 1 and is 0.28 for

opening/gap = 2. (8) Apr/May 2015 Nov/Dec 2013

(iii) Explain the various factors that are affected by the selection of poles in

a DC machine. (8) Nov/Dec 2013 2014
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PART – A
1. Give the relationship between emf per turn and KVA rating in a transformer.

Apr/May 2011
2. What are the factors affecting the choice of flux density of core in a

transformer? Apr/May 2010 2011
3. Define the term Voltage regulation. Nov/Dec 2005 2011 May/June 2014
4. What are the methods by which heat dissipation occurs in a transformer?

Nov/Dec 2011 May/June 2014
5. Write the advantages of shell type transformer over core type transformer.

May/June 2012
6. What is meant stacking factor (or) iron space factor? May/June 2012
7. Why circular coils are preferred in transformer? Apr/May 2015

May/June 2006 Nov/Dec 2004 2012
8. What are the factors to be considered for selecting the cooling method of a

transformer? Nov/Dec 2012
9. What are the cooling methods used for dry type transformers.

May/June 2013
10. Define Window Space Factor. Nov/Dec 2006 May/June 2010 2013
11. Distinguish between shell and core type transformers. Nov/Dec 2013
12. Why are the cores of large transformers built up of circular cross section?

Nov/Dec 2013 2014
13. Why stepped cores are used in transformers? Apr/May 2015

Nov/Dec 2014
14. What are the factors on which no load current of transformer depends?

Apr/May 2010
15. Write the advantages of three phase transformer over single phase

transformer. Nov/Dec 2007 Apr/May 2008
16. Why is the core of a transformer laminated? (or) How iron losses are

reduced in transformer? Apr/May 2008

17. Name the various types of mechanical forces produced in a transformer.
Nov/Dec 2003

18. What are the factors to be considered while designing the insulation of
transformer? May/June 2010

19. What is a distribution transformer? Nov/Dec 2010
20. Classify transformers based on the types of service. Nov/Dec 2010
21. State different losses in a transformer. Nov/Dec 2007 May/June 2009
22. Name the various cooling schemes used with transformers. Apr/May 2011
23. What is tertiary winding? Apr/May 2011
24. Name a few insulating materials that are used in transformers. Nov/Dec 2009

25. Write the output equation of a single phase as well as a three phase
transformer. May/June 2014

26. How the design of distribution transformer differs from that of a power
transformer? Apr/May 2011

27. What is the significance of stepping cores of a transformer? Apr/May 2011
28. What are the advantages and disadvantages of using higher flux density in

design of core in a transformer? Nov/Dec 2009
29. Mention the main function of cooling medium used in transformer.

Nov/Dec 2009
30. How the heat dissipation is improved by the provision of cooling tubes?

Apr/May 2011
31. What do you mean by air blast cooling? May/June 2010

PART – B
1. (i) Derive the output equation of a three phase transformer. (8)

Apr/May 2011
Derive the output equation of a single phase as well as a three phase

transformer.  (16) May/June 2014
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(ii) The ratio of flux to full load mmf in a 400KVA, 50Hz single phase core

type transformer is 2.4x10-6. Calculate the net iron area and the window

area of the transformer if the maximum flux density in the core is 1.3 Wb/m2,

current density is 2.7 A/mm2 and window space factor is 0.26. Also calculate

the full load mmf. (8) Apr/May 2011

2. A 250 KVA, 6600/400 volts, 3 phase core type transformer has a total loss

of 4800 watts at full load. The transformer tank is 1.25 metre in height

and 1 m x 0.5 m in plan. Design a suitable scheme of tubes if the tubes

if the average temperature rise is to be limited to 35 ˚C. The diameter of

each tube is 50 mm and the tubes are spaced 75 mm from each other due

to radiation and convection is respectively 6 and. 6.5 Wb/m2 ˚C.

Assume that convection is improved by 35 percent due to provision of

tubes. (16) Apr/May 2011 Nov/Dec2013 2014Apr/May 2015

3. Discuss about temperature rise and methods of cooling of transformers.

(16) Nov/Dec 2011 May/June 2013

4. A 6600V, 60Hz single phase transformer has a core of sheet steel. The net

iron cross sectional area is 22.6x10-3 m2, the mean length is 2.23 m, and

there are four lap joints. Each lap joints takes ¼ times as much reactive

mmf as is required per metre if core. If Bm = 1.1 Wb/m2. Determine (i) the

number of turns on the 6600V winding and (ii) The no load current assume

an amplitude factor of 1.52 and that for given flux density mmf per metre

= 232 A/m; specific loss = 1.76W/kg specific gravity of plates = 7.5. (16)

Nov/Dec2011 May/June 2014

5. (i) Derive the output equation of a single phase transformer in terms of core

and window area. (8) May/June 2012 Nov/Dec2013 2014Apr/May 2015

(ii) Determine the dimensions of core and yoke for a 200 KVA, 50 Hz

single phase core type transformer. A cruciform core is used with

distance between adjacent limbs equal to 1.6 times the width of core

laminations. Assume voltage per turn of 14 volts, maximum flux density

of 1.1Wb/m2, window space face of 0.32, current density of 3 A/mm2

and stacking factor = 0.9. T he net iron area is 0.56d2 i n  c r u c i f o r m

c o r e  w h e r e d is diameter of circumscribing circle. Width of the largest

stamping is 0.85d. (8) May/June 2012 Nov/Dec2014Apr/May 2015

6. A 250 KVA, 6600/400 volts, 3 phase core type transformer has a total loss

of 4800 watts at full load. The transformer tank is 1.25 metre in height

and 1m x 0.5m in plane. Design a suitable scheme for cooling tubes if

the tubes if the average temperature rise is to be limited to 35 ˚C. The

diameter of each tube is 50 mm and is spaced 75 mm from each other.

The average height of the tube is 1.05m.(16) May/June 2012

7. Determine approx im ate  overa l l dimensions for a 200 KVA,

6600/440V 50 Hz three phase core type transformer. Assume voltage

per turn of 10 V, maximum flux density of 1.3Wb/m2, window space

face of 0.3, current density of 2.5 A/mm2 and overall height = overall

width; stacking factor = 0.9. Use a 3 stepped core. For a 3 stepped core

the net iron area is 0.6d2 w h e r e d is diameter of circumscribing circle.

Width of the largest stamping = 0.9d. (16) Nov/Dec 2012

8. (i) A single phase 400V, 50Hz transformer is built from stampings having a

relative permeability of 1000. The length of the flux path is 2.5 m, the flux

density in the core is 1Wb/m2 the weight of core is 43.8 kg and the primary

winding has 800 turns. The iron loss at the working flux density is 2.6 W/kg.

Find the no load current of the transformer. (6) Nov/Dec 2012
(ii) Explain the design of transformer tank with cooling tubes. (10) Nov/Dec 2012
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9. A single phase 400V, 50Hz transformer is built from stampings having a

relative permeability of 1000. The length of the flux path is 2.5 m, the area of

cross section of the core is 2.5x10-3 m2 and the primary winding has 800

turns. The iron loss at the working flux density is 2.6 W/kg. Iron weighs

7.8x103 kg/m3. Stacking factor is 0.9. Find the maximum flux and no load

current of the transformer. (16) May/June 2013
10. Determine the diameter of core and window for a 5KVA, 50Hz single phase

core type transformer. A rectangle core is used with long side twice as long

as short side. The window height is 3 times the width. Voltage per turn

= 1.8V. Space factor = 0.2, δ = 1.8A/mm2. Bm = 1 Wb/mm2. (8)

Nov/Dec2013
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PART – A
1. How crawling can be prevented by design in an Induction motor?

Apr/May 2011
2. Define dispersion coefficient of an induction motor.

Apr/May 2004 2005 2011 Nov/Dec 2009
3. Define the term Stator Slot Pitch. Nov/Dec 2011 May/June 2014
4. What is meant unbalanced magnetic pull? May/June 2012
5. What are the advantages and disadvantages of larger air gap length in

induction motor? May/June 2012
6. What are the factors to be considered for selecting the number of slots in

induction motor? May/June 2012
7. How can a 3 phase induction motor be designed for best power factor?

Apr/May 2015 Nov/Dec 2004 2012 2013
8. Name the different types of leakage fluxes associated with 3 phase

induction motor. Nov/Dec 2012
9. What is meant by an Ideal short circuit current? May/June 2013
10. List the advantages of using open slots. Nov/Dec 2013 2014
11. Write down the output equation and output coefficient of three phase

induction motor. Nov/Dec 2004 2011 May/June 2013 2014
12. What is the function of end ring in the rotor of a cage induction motor?

May/June 2009 Nov/Dec 2010
13. List out the methods to improve the power factor of an induction motor.

Apr/May 2011
14. What is skewing? Nov/Dec 2010
15. What is crawling? May/June 2010
16. What are the advantages and disadvantages of slip ring induction motor?

Nov/Dec 2010
17. What are the advantages and disadvantages of cage induction motor?

Nov/Dec 2010

18. What are the effects of dispersion coefficient of an induction motor?
Nov/Dec 2003

19. What are the benefits of skewing the rotor of an induction motor?
May/June 2009 Nov/Dec 2010

20. What are the factors to be considered for deciding air gap length in
induction motor? Apr/May 2011

21. Compare squirrel cage and wound rotors. May/June 2010
22. Why is length of air gap in an induction motor kept at minimum possible

range? Nov/Dec 2009 Apr/May 2010
23. What are the effects of change of air gap length in induction motor?

Nov/Dec 2009
24. What are the factors to be considered in estimating the length of air gap of a

three phase Induction motor? Apr/May 2011 Nov/Dec 2012
25. Why fractional slot winding is not used for induction motor? Nov/Dec 2014
26. What are the factors to be considered for the choice of ampere conductors

per metre (electric loading) in induction motor? May/June 2011
27. What is tooth pulsation loss in induction motors? May/June 2010
28. Why semi closed slots are generally preferred for the stator of induction

motor? Nov/Dec 2009
29. What are the different losses in an induction motor? Nov/Dec 2009
30. State any two rules for selecting rotor slots of squirrel cage machines.

Nov/Dec 2003 2009
31. List the main parts if slip ring induction motor. May/June 2009

PART – B
1. (i) State and explain the factors to be considered in estimating the length of

air gap of a three phase Induction motor. (8) Apr/May 2011 Nov/Dec 2012
(ii) Discuss the step by step procedure to design the rotor of a squirrel cage

Induction motor. (8) Apr/May 2011
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2. Determine the main dimensions, number if radial ventilating ducts, number

of stator slots and turns per phase of a 3.7KW, three phase 400 V, 4 pole,

50Hz squirrel cage induction motor to be started by a Star-Delta starter.

Given that the average flux density in the air gap = 0.45 Wb/m2; Ampere

conductor per metre of armature periphery = 23000, full load efficiency

= 0.85, full load power factor = 0.84 and Kw = 0.995. Take L/ = 1.5. (16)

Apr/May 2011

3. Describe the steps involved in the design of magnetizing current for an

induction motor from design data. (16) Nov/Dec 2011

4. Estimate the stator core dimensions and the total number of stator

conductors for a three phase 100KW, 3300V, 50Hz, 12 pole star connected

slip ring induction motor. Assume : average gap density = 0.4 Wb/m2

conductors per metre = 25000 A/m efficiency = 0.9 power factor = 0.9 and

winding factor = 0.96.Choose main dimension to give best power factor. The
slot loading should not be exceed 500 ampere conductors. (16)

Nov/Dec 2011 2013 2014 May/June 2013 2014

5. (i) Derive the output equation of a AC machine in terms of its main

dimensions. (8) May/June 2012 Nov/Dec 2013 2014

(ii) Determine the approximate diameter and length of stator core the

number of stator slots and number of stator conductors for a 11KW, 400V,

3 phase 4 pole 1425rpm delta connected induction motor. Bav = 0.45

Wb/m2 , ac = 23000 amp.cond./m, full load efficiency = 0.85 power factor =

0.88 L/ = 1. The stator employs a double layer winding.(8)May/June 2012

6. Estimate the main dimensions air gap length stator slots stator turns per

phase and cross sectional area of stator and rotor conductors for a three

phase 15HP, 400V, 50Hz, 6 pole 975rpm induction motor. The motor is

suitable for star delta starting. Bav = 0.45 Wb/m2 , ac = 20000 amp.cond./m

efficiency = 0.9 power factor = 0.85 L/ = 0.85. (16) May/June 2012

7. A 11KW, 3 phase, 6 pole, 50Hz, 220V star connected induction motor has

54 stator slots, each containing 9 conductors. Calculate the current in rotor

bars. The number of rotor bars is 64. The machine has an efficiency of 0.86

and a power factor of 0.85. The rotor mmf may be assumed as 85% of

stator mmf. (6) Nov/Dec 2012

8. A 15KW, 400V, 3 phase, 50Hz, 6 pole induction motor has a diameter of 0.3

m and core length of 0.12 m. The number of stator slots is 72 with 20

conductors per slot. The stator is delta connected. Calculate the value of

magnetizing current per phase if the length of air gap is 0.55 m. The gap

contraction factor is 1.2. Assume the mmf required for the iron parts to be

35% of the air gap mmf. Coil span = 11 slots. (16) Apr/May 2015 Nov/Dec
2012

9. Describe the effect of dispersion co-efficient due to the following factors in

an induction motor :

(i) Overload capacity,

(ii) Air gap length,

(iii) Number of poles and

(iv) Frequency. (16) May/June 2013

10. Describe the procedure for design of rotor bars and end rings of an

induction motor. (8) Apr/May 2015 Nov/Dec 2013
Describe the step involved in the design end rings. (16) May/June 2014
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11. Find the main dimension of a 15KW, 400V, 3 phase, 50Hz, 6 pole 2810rpm

squirrel cage induction motor having an efficiency of 0.88 and full load

power factor of 0.9. Assume specific magnetic loading = 0.5 Wb/m2 specific

electric loading = 25000 ac/m. Take the rotor peripheral speed as

approximately 20 m/s at synchronous speed. (8) Nov/Dec 2014


